OPORD Skeleton

1. Situation
   a. Enemy: _______ are operating in VIC __________ and estimated to be _______ in size. They are _______ and their moral is _______. Their probable COA is ________________________________
   b. Friendly:
      i. Higher ______ will________________
      ii. Left Unit ________ will ______________
      iii. Right Unit ________ will ______________
   c. A/D: ______________

2. Mission:
   Our mission _______ squad conducts (KOB, MTC, ATK, Ambush, Recon) no later the _______ on OBJ __________ in VIC __________ to ____________

3. Execution
   a. Concept of Operation:
      i. We will travel in squad (wedge, column, file) formation in (traveling overwatch, bounding overwatch) maintain a 50 meter interval between squads.
      ii. We will travel _____ meters at an azimuth of ______ degrees.
      iii. We will cross LD NLT ________ and travel along route _______ to OBJ ________
      iv. Rally Points will be set every ______ meters and will be METT-TC dependent. Set up an ORP ______ meters from the OBJ
      v. Fire support: We are _______ in the priority for ________.
   b. Task to Maneuver units
      i. A team will provide (pace/compass, SBF, Aid & Litter, EPW, Demo, COB, R&S, S&O MOB).
      ii. B team will provide (alt pace/compass, assault, Aid & Litter, EPW, Demo, COB, R&S, S&O, MOB).
   c. Coordinating Instructions:
      i. PIR: NBC capabilities, weapons, communication equipment, direction of travel, type of vehicle, ammo, number of personnel, ________________
      ii. Reports: Crossing LD, contact, captured EPW, ACE after consolidation, crossing LDA, SITREPS, and SALUTE reports as needed.

4. Service Support:
   a. General: Company trans located in CO AA @ VIC __________
   b. Material an Services:
      i. Supply: No re-supply for 24 hours.
      ii. Class 1 cycle is: MRE-MRE-MRE
      iii. Top off water in your current positions before moving out.
      iv. Trans: None
v. Services: None
vi. Medical: casualty collection point in COAA @ VIC ________ MEDEVAC available on request
vii. Personnel: EPW collection point in COAA @ VIC ________ and at assault position

5. Command and Signal
   a. Command:
      i. Higher unit moves with A CO. PL moves with ___ squad.
      ii. Succession of command is ________________________________
   b. Signal
     i. Call sign is:
        a) PL is _______     d) 1SL _______
        b) PSG is _______    e) 2SL _______
        c) FO is _______     f) 3SL _______
     ii. Number combo: ______
     iii. C&P _______/_______
     iv. Running password _________

Key Things to Listen for

Enemy:

Higher unit mission

Left unit:

Right unit:

D&A:

LD Grid:

OBJ Grid/ Name:

CO AA Grid:

Route:

Battle Drill:

H+LD       H+NLT